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By Stella Chen & Saba Mehrzad,
Editors-In-Chiefs
     As June draws closer, many seniors are wondering

what the end of their high school experience will look

like. For many, prom is an eagerly anticipated

celebration. “Prom is obviously a staple of senior year,”

says Syosset senior Pooja Huded. “Most of the grade

has been expecting it for years. It would be nice to

have some sense of normalcy for at least one thing

since we missed out on a lot this year. But I want a

safe prom.” Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Student

Government faces the challenge of balancing safety

with student enjoyment.

     Many seniors will be relieved to learn that prom

may not be canceled, according to Senate President

Krish Pamnani and Senior Class President Devin

Lefkowitz. Student Government officials clearly want a

prom. “We are definitely going to have a prom of some

sort,” Lefkowitz reassures. In previous years, a contract

with Cipriani in Manhattan made 
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prom planning relatively straightforward. This contract

still stands. “Cipriani said that they are ready to have

us as long as COVID guidelines allow us to have 500

people in one place. But that does seem out of reach

at this point,” Lefkowitz explains.  He continues, “Don’t

get your hopes up for Cipriani, but don’t return your

prom dresses yet either.” Mr. Gessner, Assistant

Principal in charge of Student Activities, says that all

options are being explored, but nothing is certain at

this point. We are awaiting further health and safety

guidelines.

     Despite the fact that there are many roadblocks,

the Student Government is exploring different options

for possible venues. “Any venue that we would pick

would need to bebe outdoors [including a country club

or a golf
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course]. I would think that a lot of people would want

to go somewhere special. If all else fails and there isn’t

a country club available, the new turf [at school] isn’t

a bad place to hold our prom,” says Pamnani. He

continues, explaining Student Government’s concern

with inclusion, “We have been talking about ideas that

are mostly outdoors so even virtual kids will feel safe

enough to come to the events. We want to be as

inclusive as possible so they can also enjoy prom.” 

 Pamnani additionally expressed faith in securing a

venue for prom, “It’s going to take a lot of time. It’s not

going to be easy. It’s definitely going to take a bunch

of phone calls and a bunch of negotiations to get the

price right, but I’m not worried about it.”

     While Student Government officials are very

hopeful, there are concerns which still need to be

addressed. Prom planning during a pandemic clearly

raises many issues. “Currently, according to state

orders by Governor Cuomo, the maximum number of

people allowed in attendance of a gathering is 200

people,” says Student Government advisor Ms. Iovine.

“Keep in mind that our district is one of the larger ones

on Long Island, with a graduating class of over 500.”

Much of prom planning depends on state regulations.

“The safety of our students is our priority,” says Ms.

Iovine. Pamnani explains that a division of the grade

will be likely, “It could be four groups or three groups

of one hundred fifty people.” However, dividing prom

may be problematic for some students, potentially

causing the separation of friends and insecurity

regarding dates from other school districts. Lefkowitz

and Pamnani were unable to comment on these

concerns due to the lack of concrete plans for prom at

this point.

     Student Government has also begun discussion

surrounding other activities to celebrate the senior

class. “We will definitely celebrate the seniors and all

their hard work and accomplishments to make [this

unusual year] as memorable and special as possible!

We have a great group of administrators, teachers,

parents, and students working on ‘Senior Activities,’”

says Ms. Iovine. No one wants to disappoint the senior

class. Many ideas and possible plans are being

considered. Ms. Iovine continues, “We have several

ideas but don’t want to let any of them out just yet!

What’s the fun if everyone knows?” While plans are not

yet finalized, “there will be something besides prom to

celebrate the seniors,” Pamnani confirms.

     If any seniors would like to provide input regarding

prom or end of the year activities, stop by Student

Government meetings where there will be an open

floor for discussion. The Google Classroom code is

km3jajq. Additionally, a prom committee has been

formed; anyone can join if they want to take an active

part in helping to plan prom. 
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For further information regarding the prom committee

and general senior class updates, join the senior class

Google Classroom with the code 7kwdgyu. Students

can also check the senior class Student Government

Instagram account: @syossetclassof2021. Prom plans

and end of the year activities are still being discussed,

but “as soon as we have a set plan, everyone will be

made aware,” says Ms. Iovine. Rest assured, Student

Government is determined to come up with safe ways

to celebrate our seniors.

Club Bulletin
Relief Group is Syosset High School's award-
winning Red Cross Chapter. With over 200 active
members, Relief Group hosts fun monthly
community service events and fundraisers to
raise money for local charities. Join Relief Group
to earn Red Cross certified volunteer hours for
every meeting and event that you attend! Our
Classroom code is gqym5cz, and we meet every
other Thursday at 3:15. See you there!

Breaking Borders aims to eliminate ethnic, socio-
economic, racial, and religious barriers which
separate students from different Long Island
districts. Through meaningful conversations with
other schools, Breaking Borders enables its
members to challenge their biases and explore
their identities by exposing them to new
perspectives on age-old problems. We meet
every other Tuesday! If you are interested, join
our classroom with the code: q2u6qw4.

Noteables is a high commitment acapella group
which will be learning pop acapella from famous
artists in the music industry today. It's an
amazing community service opportunity. The
audition includes singing 12 bars of an acapella
piece. The group will be rehearsing twice a
month. For more information and audition
material, join the google classroom (qewamd2),
contact the club advisor Mrs. Howell (Office
outside the Chorus/Orchestra Room), or the
founders Simreen Kalra (516-542-8525) Surya
Raghav (516-445-6615)

Ethics Bowl is a club that meets on Tuesdays for
half a year (Oct-Feb) and prepares for a regional
competition where we debate philosophy and
ethics with teams from other schools. During
meetings, we prepare cases, watch videos, and
basically discuss ethics!
Classroom Link:
https://classroom.google.com/c/MTkxMjEwNDM
zODA2?cjc=lh25572



     In the United States, the administration of COVID-19

vaccines to the public began in mid-December after the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued emergency

use authorizations for the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines.

As of late February, New York is in Phase 1A and 1B of the

phased distribution of the vaccine. Teachers are among

the seven million New Yorkers currently eligible for the

vaccine, but the appointment process itself has been

extremely frustrating and time-consuming for many

Syosset High School teachers.

     Long Island’s COVID positivity rate is among the

highest in the state, yet across Nassau and Suffolk

County, residents are fed up with the lack of vaccine

supply and confusion surrounding the sign-up system. At

Syosset High School, AP Physics teacher Mr. Slesinski

and social studies teacher Ms. Eager are among those

who have been vaccinated, while social studies Ms.

Lamond has made an appointment for her first dose.

     For Mr. Slesinski, getting the COVID vaccine was a

particularly meaningful moment. He said, “My wife is a

doctor, and she constantly shares horrible stories of

healthy people, young and old, getting sick and

sometimes dying from COVID-19.” As soon as New York

allowed teachers to be eligible, he immediately made an

appointment.

     Ms. Lamond shared, “The damage done by this

[pandemic] to people, communities, and our economy is

unprecedented and the need to get back to a

semblance of normalcy must be prioritized by everyone.”

While she has yet to receive the vaccine due to several

cancellations of her prior appointments, she added that

“As we have just surpassed half a million deaths and are

approaching the one year anniversary of the lockdown,

the vaccine is our only hope of ending this nightmare.”

     The process of scheduling an appointment was

extremely frustrating. Ms. Eager remarked that there had

been a link circling amongst her and her colleagues, and

many of them immediately used it to schedule their

appointments. Many of her colleagues had

appointments scheduled closer to the spring months, so

when appointments in January showed up on the site,

Ms. Eager hurriedly informed fellow teachers that they

could get their vaccines sooner.

     However, “the next day, we all got an email saying

that those appointments were made through an 

Syosset High School Teachers
Receive the 
COVID Vaccine

illegitimate site and that they were being canceled. I

had sent the link to my colleagues, and people who used

the link that I gave them were now having their

appointments canceled,” Ms. Eager explained.

     She added that “They gave you the same

confirmation ticket that looked identical to the

appointments that went through. It had the same

barcode and it was issued by the Department of Health.”

Immediately after the incident, she contacted Newsday

to communicate her experience, and the state inspector

general’s office soon responded that they were

investigating how and why the link was released.

    Ms. Lamond had two appointments at Stony Brook

University that were canceled,“one was due to a

shortage of the vaccine and the other was because they

prematurely released the sign up sheet,” the latter of

which was the issue Ms. Eager had described. In Ms.

Lamond’s cancellation notice, the NYS Department of

Health called it an “inactive link that was shared without

authorization” and as such, her appointment was

immediately “voided.”

     Like Ms. Lamond, many people who were able to

make appointments received last-minute notices that

the site had run out of vaccines, and were turned away.

At some testing sites, appointments were cancelled, only

for the site to open up more appointments just a few    
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Cancellation email sent to Ms. Lamond reflecting the “rocky rollout” of the vaccine
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hours later. Ms. Eager summed up the logistical issue,

saying "our appointments just went to other people."

     Mr. Slesinski also ran into trouble making his

appointment, the step he called the “toughest part” of

the whole vaccination process. He detailed his

experience navigating the New York State Vaccine sign-

up form (vaccineform.health.ny.gov) and how challenges

arose when calling each vaccination distribution site

listed on the website one by one. “A few places that

were listed on the website did not have vaccines left by

the time I called them,” he shared.

     Luckily, both Mr. Slesinski and Ms. Eager were

eventually able to get their vaccines. A common side

effect of vaccines has always been soreness in the arm,

and it was no different for Mr. Slesinski, who said, “I'm

not going to lie, it hurt, and my muscle was really sore for

about 24 hours.” While he did not personally experience

sickness after his first dose, he mentioned that his wife

“did feel sick with a fever after receiving her second

dose.” Ms. Eager has received both doses and while she

had felt little effects after the first dose, she

experienced a high fever the day following her second

shot.

     “Overall, I was so angry because teaching takes so

much time. Creating tests and adapting things to online

platforms like Nearpod and Jamboard…it takes a

tremendous amount of time.” Ms. Eager continued, 

“With the time it’s taking to be a teacher in these

circumstances, to be spending hours seeking these

appointments was just like adding insult to injury, 

but that’s exactly what was happening.”

   

Despite the plethora of challenges in scheduling

an appointment and getting the vaccine, Mr. Slesinski

expressed his appreciation for the science and work that

went behind the development of the vaccine. He stated,

“It has been fascinating to learn how this vaccine works.

I thought that with all vaccines, the patient was injected

with a mild dose of the actual virus. I was surprised to

learn that this vaccine uses RNA to instruct our body to

make the spikes found on the COVID-19 virus, and then

my body learns to recognize and attack those spikes. I

feel grateful for the scientists, researchers, doctors, and

trial patients who made this effective vaccination so

quickly.”

     Many members of the faculty at Syosset High School

has been vaccinated or has an upcoming appointment.

While the COVID positivity rate in Nassau County

continues to drop, Ms. Lamond focused on a larger

problem with the vaccine distribution system, “I think the

rocky rollout reflects the existing problems in our

healthcare system...The fact that it takes a tech-savvy

person with lots of time on their hands to patiently wade

through the  process of getting an appointment

discriminates against the two highest risk groups—the

elderly and people of color.”
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SHS Yearbook: 
Capturing Memories 
Amid a Pandemic
     Every year, the Syosset High School Yearbook Club creates a hard-bound book to commemorate the past school year,

particularly for the graduating seniors. Photos from spirit week, clubs, competitions, events, and more help keep the memories

alive for graduating seniors as they take the next step in their life.

     However, the coronavirus pandemic has drastically altered daily life, prompting the cancellation of several school events,

including Carnival and band concerts.  Therefore, the capturing of iconic traditions in the Syosset community has become

increasingly difficult.

     I sat down with Mrs. Lynch, the advisor of Syosset High School’s yearbook club, to discuss her thoughts on how this year’s

yearbook will turn out and how it will differ from her past experiences putting together the school’s yearbook.

In a normal school year, how are you able to gather

enough pictures needed for the school’s yearbook?

How will you guys be taking pictures this year?

Mrs. Lynch: As in past years, a Google Classroom is made

with all the seniors where we put up assignments for them

to submit pictures to add to the yearbook. Usually, the

seniors are really good at providing quality pictures for us

to use, and this year, our yearbook club editors are using

platforms on social media to get some as well.

How are the club pictures that have already been

submitted to you? Are they screenshots of Google

Meets?  Do you think that the quality of the yearbook

will decrease because no professional

photographers will be taking pictures?

Mrs. Lynch: No, I don’t think that the club pictures

submitted so far will decrease the quality of the yearbook

at all! The uniqueness and creativity of these snapshots

make this yearbook look fun and imperfect, which is just

the nature of today’s reality. Imperfections just tend to

make the yearbook more exciting and less boring.

Are there any sections from the yearbook being

replaced or removed?

Mrs. Lynch: The student life sections will have to be

changed. There won’t be any pictures from the carnival,

pep rally, and our school doesn’t really have much

excitement about spirit week. But that doesn’t mean we

won’t have anything to work with. There are still many

school events coming in the future, and we just have to

go with the flow and see where it takes us.

Are pictures from online events and competitions

such as DECA and Forensics going to be added to

the yearbook?

Mrs. Lynch: That really depends on the advisors and

whether or not they send these pictures to us. We always

send out emails asking club advisors to send us fun

pictures they may take of their club, but it’s really up to

them if they’re going to be added into the yearbook.

Are you going to be adding a section in the yearbook

to remind our future graduates about the pandemic?

Mrs. Lynch: No new section is going to be added to the

yearbook. Most of our yearbook club members have

expressed how these times are already going to be

remembered regardless, so I don’t think we will need a

permanent reminder. We are just trying to create the most

normal yearbook we can.

How do you feel about how the yearbook will turn out

this year?

Mrs. Lynch: I’m optimistic! Every yearbook my team has

done has its own personality, and every year I learn

something new. The layout may be the same, but for the

student life section, we will see what we can do. The club

members are already really happy with the covers and

designs made for this yearbook so far.

What is your favorite part of putting together the

yearbook?

Mrs. Lynch: As an art teacher, I like putting all of the

artwork together! Each and every section we design

comes out great!

Is there anything else you would like to add?

Mrs. Lynch: For all of our yearbooks, we want the seniors

to leave feeling recognized and special. Of course, the

yearbook is for all students, but we always want to

dedicate it to the seniors as they leave high school. The

theme of the yearbook is always a surprise so I can’t tell

you about that yet. But the club members and editors in

the club always do a fantastic job to make my job easier.

By Jonathan Lee, Staff Writer
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Leadership During Crisis: 
Q&A with Syosset Superintendent
Dr. Thomas Rogers

     I invited Syosset Central School District Superintendent Dr. Thomas Rogers to kick off this new feature. I met with him

virtually to discuss the District's response to the COVID-19 pandemic and his philosophy on leadership during times of

crisis. Navigating uncertain and unusual times like these is challenging, so I wanted to gain insight into Dr. Rogers’

thought process and the experience he has had during the pandemic. We were able to discuss a range of topics, which I

found cast an important light on the challenges that the District has faced as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Dr.

Rogers was open and honest and I appreciated the time he gave me to answer each question so thoughtfully.

We’ve been back in school for 5 months, were there any points

last Spring or over the Summer that you didn’t think coming 

back into the buildings was going to be possible?

Dr. Rogers: [I thought about it] “every single day. You know there 

is no playbook for this. All of my colleagues and I were talking 

with each other on a daily basis, about what each of us was 

thinking about doing and how each of us were addressing 

challenges. We all knew that in person learning was 

really powerful and important both socially and 

intellectually for students. The time that students spend 

with teachers is what makes the difference. I don't think 

that anyone had a sense of what it was going to be like. 

We figured that we would make everything the safest it 

could be.”

Dr. Rogers’ goal was to “every day make one good decision so that school would be better and safer, and do everything

we could think of to make it all as safe as it could be.”

What is something that has surprised you about learning in a pandemic age? Something you weren’t sure was

going to work out well, but has worked out better than you would have imagined?

Dr. Rogers: “A number of things. First of all, I think our teachers have done amazing work at the high school juggling the

hybrid model. Having some virtual students, some in person, the way they teach had to be redesigned. The assessments

had to be redesigned. The teachers brought their A game! I was prepared for it to be bumpier than it was, but the

teachers made it look easy. We were unsure about what would happen with kindergarteners and first graders in terms of

wearing the masks, but I’ve been in their classrooms and they’ve been amazing. They have been crushing it. I was

optimistic, but this has exceeded my expectations.”

Is there anything that you wish was going better?

Dr. Rogers: “I have observed in high school classes that the level of student engagement doesn't seem as high as it was

before the pandemic. I’m sure it’s hard to sustain engagement, but I do know that teachers feed off that engagement.

I’m sure it’s hard for teachers to sustain their enthusiasm without that level of engagement. If I could tell students one

thing it is that the energy you give to your teachers will feed them.”

Other districts have had to close their schools multiple times when there is a positive COVID-19 case. How has

Syosset managed not to have to do the same?

Dr. Rogers: “There are three ingredients here -- ingredient number one is the definition of who is a close contact. We

work really hard to avoid close contacts by keeping six feet apart. Part two and three relate to the two things that make

us have to close a building. Number one, not enough staff. So far we have only had to close one building for two days

because we didn’t have enough staff. The second part is needing to be sure that we’ve finished the contact tracing

process. The people that do the contact tracing are literally working day and night. If it wasn't for the fact that they are 

By Kyle Dapice, Staff Writer
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up until 10 pm,11 pm, 12 am then we probably would be closed occasionally. The building principals, assistant principals,

and K-12 teachers have all been involved. Also on the Contact Tracing Team are Joan Gonzalez, the head nurse for the

District and South Woods Middle School, Julie Naftal, a District school nurse, and Dr. Theresa Curry, Assistant

Superintendent for Curriculum, Instruction and Technology, who have all been extraordinary. That is the reason we are

still open. It’s about individual people with heroic dedication.”      

                                                                                                What has impressed you the most about the resiliency 

                                                                                                              of the faculty and staff? The students?

                                                                                                                       Dr. Rogers: “I think that the resilience itself is what          

                                                                                                                   is impressive...You know teachers have not 

                                                                                                                      decided that this will be the year that they 

                                                                                                                         take a pass. They have been enthusiastic 

                                                                                                                        about making sure this is a meaningful 

                                                                                                                        experience. I think that everyone has felt we 

                                                                                                                       can control the things that are in our control        

                                                                                                                      and we do the best we can. I think that what is 

                                                                                                                    in the teachers’ and staff’s control is doing the 

                                                                                                                   best with what’s in front of them. This is a once 

                                                                                                                 in a century crisis and we’re all doing what is 

                                                                                                              necessary. The custodians and building staff have             

                                                                                                         done a great job. They work so hard, especially during 

                                                                                             the summer. Everyone has done great and it’s been impressive.

For the students it’s kind of the same thing. At the elementary level, the students have shown that they’re really

adaptable. The classrooms I've been in have been fun. You’d think it might be sterile. But, the teachers make it fun. The

rooms we've been in and the lessons I've observed have been enjoyable. The same is true with high school and middle

school. They have said ‘this is the new normal, let's make the best of it.’”

Do you think that the pandemic has changed what education will look like forever?

Dr. Rogers: “That sort of question has been getting batted around everywhere and the answer I have is yes and no. The

yes side is that everyone got a crash course in educational technology, whether they wanted to or not. Everyone got

thrown in the deep end and we all learned how to swim. Everyone now knows how to weave technology into their

classes. Do I think that the future of education will be Zoom meetings? I do not. I think that the in-person environment,

the relationship with teachers, the ability to collaborate and the socialization are important. Teachers have a toolbox. If

they have this repertoire of tools and techniques, then they just added 10 new tools. I believe that they will continue to

use the new tools. But, I do not think that the old tools should disappear.”

How would you respond to someone who believes that students have “lost” learning since the pandemic began

that will never be made up?

Dr. Rogers: “This is a question that is being asked by everyone, even the New York State Board of Regents. Everybody

learns at different paces and there are some students that have been thriving and making all the progress they would

have made. There are some for whom this has been challenging. We’ll have to do as we always do: which is to make the

best of it. We catch students up all the time and the faculty always gets them to where they need to be. I am confident

that our faculty will find a way once things come back closer to normal. We know how to do that work of catching people

up. There are some things that will need catching up and there will be some learning on which we are way ahead. Of the

things keeping me up at night, this is lower on the list.”

When an organization is faced with a crisis, what do you think is the most important thing to do first?

Dr. Rogers: “I think the answer largely depends on the crisis. I read books on leadership, it's a job hazard. One of my

favorites is Leadership Without Easy Answers by Ron Heifetz MD. One of the things he says is that the leader has to help

people move past their legitimate fears so they can focus on doing their best work. That always affects my thoughts. As a

leader you have to reassure people, to tell them that we can get through this, but that looks different with each crisis.

The pandemic is a crisis for which it was going to take a while to develop a solution. This was going to need a pause, to

find and learn what we could, then make a plan, and then execute the plan. If the crisis is a fire, you just need to get

people out of the building. Less jokingly, I think that one of the things that I try to do as a leader is get as much distance

and perspective as I can to see as much of the picture as possible. I use the metaphor to get up 20,000 feet, to look

down and see what’s going on, what’s the big picture, what's most important. That perspective is imperative so I can say:

‘these are the three most important problems’. This is what I need to focus on so that I can delegate the rest to others.

So, I try to step back as much as I can, get some perspective, identify what is most important and focus my energy on

that.”
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Has the pandemic changed your thinking on anything related to you personally or how you do your job?

Dr. Rogers: “Absolutely. It's made me a better delegator. It's certainly changed how I approach the work, even in terms of

how we structure meetings, use time, and work as a central office team. That has all changed. There are some things

that Zoom meetings work really well for and I think that will be something that sticks around long after the pandemic. A

lot of things don’t need to take as long as they used to. Personally, the challenge has been that in a crisis you react by

throwing endless amounts of time at specific problems, but if we do that we won’t all have the stamina to get through

this. It's felt like a sprint for 10 months since last March. But, no one can sprint for that long. So trying to find a balance

between sprinting when you need to and when you don’t is something I've been working on.”

Some people have said that they wish the pandemic had never happened, while others appreciate the life

lessons that living through a pandemic has taught them. Would you say that you agree with one of those

statements more than another?

Dr. Rogers: “Yes. For me it’s easy to say that I wish the pandemic had never happened. There are people who have lost

their lives or lost their health. There are lots of ways that we can learn the life lessons that we did, but it’s an awfully high

price to pay to learn through a pandemic. I do think that we’re learning a lot and prioritizing things in our life. I’m sure

we’ve all appreciated our families more than before. That’s certainly been true for me.”

Is juggling just a hobby or do you find it to be a metaphor for your job (pre- or post-pandemic)?

Dr. Rogers: "It’s both of course. It was a hobby when I was a kid. I’ve juggled just enough since to stay reasonably

proficient. I’m not where I was when I was 20. But it’s also a metaphor for all the things we try to juggle. Juggling isn’t

magic, just like any other skill, it is the result of hard work. It’s the same as when you see a terrific athlete. It's like the

Derek Jeter quote, “There may be people that have more talent than you, but there is no excuse for anyone to work

harder than you do.” Anyone can learn to juggle (literally or metaphorically) if you put in the work.”

Do you have a favorite Syosset moment? Either something you are very proud of or something that you have

witnessed that has stayed with you.

Dr. Rogers: “I have about a million favorite Syosset moments so to try to carve it down to one is tough. I got a really

amazing email from an official at a track meet a couple years ago. The official was complimenting our girls track team

because at a meet, even after their own events were over, they stayed and didn’t just cheer their teammates on but also

kids from other teams. I thought, how awesome is that, what incredible character these young people have, what a way

to see the big picture. To say: ‘I’m going to cheer my teammates and cheer others too’. That the track official was so

struck by it that they sent an email, struck me and that was awesome. I could come up with ten others, like raising money

for seven heart surgeries for kids from other countries. Or when a soccer player from another team broke his leg and the

Syosset soccer booster club raised money for food to send to his house to make sure that someone was looking after

him. All those kinds of things are amazing Syosset moments.”

Coming out of the pandemic, what would be your 

criteria for saying the District succeeded in 

navigating this crisis?

Dr. Rogers: “‘Succeeded’ is a tough word. I was 

hung up on this. I don’t know if I’ll have a definition 

of success. I’d hijack the question and say that 

coming out we’re going to look back and debrief 

a lot of this. We’ll ask: what worked well, what didn't 

go as well as we hoped. I’m sure there will be second 

guessing and there will be wishing for a couple of 

“do-overs”. I don’t know if we’ll say that we 

‘succeeded’, I hope we’ll say we did the very 

best we could. My job description is very easy when 

you think about it, “keep them safe and make them 

smart.” Everything else is secondary. ‘Success’ is keeping them safe and making them smart.”

What is one thing that you would want every Syosset student to take away from their Syosset education?

Dr. Rogers: “That's a good question as well. I would want every Syosset student to have some idea of who their best self

is and have an inkling of how they’re going to be that best self as an adult. None of us have to have that all figured out

yet, but we all need to have something we’re headed towards. If a student comes out of Syosset and has a pretty good

sense of who their best self is and the next step for getting there, I think that’s a pretty good takeaway.”
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When you were considering options for the high school to come back during the pandemic, did you ever

consider changing the schedule to be something more similar to a blocked class schedule?

Dr. Rogers: “Absolutely. We played around with probably four or five different types of schedules. Other school districts

were experimenting and we were comparing notes with other districts’ administrations. One idea was half days, coming

in before lunch, going home for lunch, and then other students coming in after lunch. For lots of reasons none of these

ideas would have worked as well as the plan we selected. We batted around lots of ideas. In the end it was survival of

the fittest of the ideas.”

What do you miss the most in our District right now that i

sn’t possible because of the pandemic?

Dr. Rogers: “Wow, ‘most’ is the hardest word in that sentence. 

I just love being in the building around kids, especially when 

they're doing the things they enjoy most. I miss athletics 

although they’re finally starting to come back. I miss being in 

classrooms as much as I was, although I’m in classrooms as 

often as I can. I miss seeing kids doing clubs, school plays, 

seeing the orchestra and band perform. The kinds of things 

where everyone is together. The Zoom concerts are amazing 

and absolutely extraordinary, but there is nothing quite like 

being together.”

OPINIONS

     As a Syosset High School senior, it was impossible to

miss the slew of personal campaigns that were plastered

throughout Instagram posts, Snapchat stories, and

Facebook messages. As the due date to vote for senior

superlatives drew closer, the phrase, “Vote for me!”,

seemed to be at every corner of the internet.

     The senior superlative section is widely accepted as a

common tradition and has managed to maintain its place

in yearbooks for decades. Every year at SHS, the senior

class is presented with a list of superlatives. Students are

able to nominate one girl and one boy that they feel best

fit the title. This year, some students chose to campaign to

win a senior superlative, desiring a chance to be

remembered for a unique quality and to take part in what

is meant to be a lighthearted, entertaining way to describe

themselves. Jaime Kaplan, who won the “Worst Case of

Senioritis” superlative, shared that she enjoyed

participating in the tradition. “I posted in Facebook group

chats asking people to vote for me. I chose senioritis

because my friends always make fun of me for

accidentally missing classes”, she stated.

    Other students chose to participate by voting for their

peers rather than campaigning to win a superlative,

describing the tradition as a means to further unite the

senior class and fondly remember their peers. SHS senior

Michelle Yang stated, “I think senior superlatives have

been a fun way to get to know more people, and see what

peers think about each other.” Whether students are trying

to win a senior superlative or whether they are 

voting for their 

peers, the 

excitement that

 the senior 

superlative 

tradition has 

caused among

 students is 

undeniable.

    This year, the yearbook committee 

has implemented specific rules to foster

 fairness and combat exclusion. Several new

 sections have been added in hopes of 

including more students, and it is required that 

different names for each category be used to prevent one

person from winning multiple superlative titles. Despite

these efforts, however, many students are still wary of this

tradition, questioning whether senior superlatives are truly

fair and inclusive.

    The process is ultimately harmless and means little in

terms of one’s actual personhood or future. However,

superlative titles play into an unfair categorization and

specialization of students. Some superlative titles, such as

“best artist”, “best musician”, and “best dancer” are ones

that are narrowly framed. No absolute “best” could

accurately be determined in these subjective categories.

Other superlative titles have become redundant after

recycling them for every graduating class. “Best eyes” and

“best hair” are superficial qualities that show little about

who the students are, but they have been preserved for

decades as classic titles. SHS senior Kevin Lin stated, “I

think superlatives are super fun, especially when everyone

gets involved. It’s a lasting memory for everyone and a way 

The Controversy Behind Senior
Superlatives
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Dr. Rogers with Syosset Students
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to be able to look back at senior year, but I really wish they

included new, more comical superlatives that everyone

gets a good laugh out of.”

     Furthermore, the large student body makes it difficult to

fairly choose winners for each superlative title. A

significant number of students are unfamiliar with a

majority of their fellow seniors, and it is likely that many

chose not to fill out the nomination form altogether. SHS

senior Elsie Ho shared that she chose not to vote for

anyone. “Personally, I don’t really like superlatives because

they feel like a competition of popularity and kind of

reinforce school stereotypes”, she stated. Furthermore,

although superlatives are meant to portray the senior class

as a whole, some students expressed their concerns with

the lack of diversity among the winners. Saba Mehrzad,

who was named “Most Likely to Be President”, stated, “I 

noticed that the overwhelming majority of winners were

white students. I do not know the reason for this but it was

quite peculiar since it is not representative of the Syosset

student body.”

     Senior superlatives are a traditional part of the

yearbook at many schools, including SHS. For some, it is an

enjoyable way to remember high school fondly; for others,

it is merely a superficial contest. Although the rule for

requiring different names for each category has been

added along with more sections, making further changes

such as replacing titles and making sure more people vote

for these superlatives would be necessary. If managed to

be more fair and inclusive, senior superlatives would be

seen as a lighthearted, uniting tradition by many students.

Senior Superlative Voting Google Form
Photo: SHS Yearbook Club
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ENTERTAINMENT

     The popular Netflix series, Never Have I Ever, is creating

an enormous buzz.  This coming of age series features three

high school students who don't typically “blend in,” taking

the audience through their high school life. This show is not

only for teens to watch, but people of all ages. After the

main character Devi (Maitreyi Ramakrishnan) had an awful

freshman year, she and her two best friends make it their

mission to increase their social status the following year.

They try to fit the description of being “popular” by

attending parties and socializing with a variety of people in

comical ways. As humorous as the show is, viewers also see

the plight of an insecure teenager; Devi struggles to make

her way through a rough period in her life while also trying

to find her place in the world.  Never Have I Ever is not

necessarily traditional, but its refreshing qualities and

depiction of a raw, almost obscene, high school life, makes

it more accurate and home-hitting than a usual TV high

school dramedy.

     With only ten episodes airing on Netflix, fans were left

wondering about Devi’s future.  Until the cast announced

over Zoom that the show will be renewed for a second

season. Maitreyi Ramakrishnan posted a video of the cast

announcing the next season (returning in April, 2021) news

and captioned it, “can’t believe this is happening you guys.

Season two here we come.”

      The series's comedic writing specifically targets a

teenage audience. Many Syosset High School students have

watched the show. Sophomore Harry Dresner says, “I think it

was really interesting to watch the main character break

through her shell and watch her gain confidence at the end.

I also think the show can relate to Syosset High School

because there is almost an unspoken caste system that kids

feel pressured to fit in, but a lot of people also change

throughout high school and truly find who they are, just like

Devi and her friends.” Fellow sophomore, Sienna Ciccotto,

added “the show gets a real sense of high school today. For

example, involving labels or striving to be someone you’re

not.”

     Many traditional shows about high school simply depict

the positive aspects of growing up and being a student.

However, Never Have I Ever took a different approach.

Writer of the show, Mindy Kaling, decided to represent a

story similar to her own, showing that high school isn't all fun

and games. Modern-day subjects are addressed in the

series, such as the experiences of people who are part of

the LGBTQ+ community. The show also touches upon mental

health and finding a support system.  Devi, who suffers with

mental illness, attends therapy sessions which allow viewers

to gaze into her thoughts and better understand them. The

promotion of practicing good mental health habits, 
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High School Dramedy, Never Have I Ever,
Picked Up for a Second Season
By Ava Needleman, Staff Writer

including seeing a therapist, keeping a self-dialogue, and

communicating personal issues, exists not only on screen but

behind the camera as well. 

      The viewers of the first Never Have I Ever season are

eagerly awaiting the show’s season two return in spring 2021

on Netflix. Netflix hopes that TV enthusiasts of all ages will

watch season two, and that the new season will positively

impact the show’s viewers as much as the first season did.

Photo: IMDb
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     Syosset High School (SHS), and

all other public high schools in

Nassau Country, prohibited the

playing of fall sports.  This decision

devastated many students, as

some worked very hard in

preparation for the upcoming

season.  Luckily for tennis players,

their sport was permitted to have

an intramural program after school.

     Coach Shai Fisher, who runs

both varsity tennis teams said, “It’s

been a group effort-

administration, parents, and

students all working together to not

only put the safety protocol in

place but to always follow the

protocol, which has made everyone

feel that much more comfortable

and confident that we can hold

intramurals.”  Clay Jeon, a

sophomore on the intramural tennis

team, explained, “Mr. Fisher has

been doing a very good job making

sure everyone at intramural is safe:

we are properly distanced and

always wear masks when in

doubles—arguably it is safer than

school, considering we are

outdoors.”  Abby Glenn, another

sophomore added, “We have all

been completely safe during tennis

especially when we clean up the

balls with a glove on to make sure

none of us are touching them.” 

 These rules are set to make sure

that students are safe, but can also

play the sport they love.  Not only

was intramural tennis able to

extend to weekends, but it was

also able to extend all the way to

the month of December!  Fisher

explained, “Weekends were added

because everyone felt comfortable

that 

safety was being emphasized and

followed.”

    Intramural tennis marks the first

official coed playing time for SHS

tennis players.  Fisher remarked,

“We've always done special events

combining the 2 programs but

never to the extent of practicing

every day.  The feedback we've

received has been amazing—all the

boys and girls love the added

camaraderie and having everyone

together has increased intensity in

practice as well.”  Many other

students truly enjoy the idea of

having both the boys and the girls

playing tennis together.  Glenn was

enthusiastic, “I think each player

gives the other a challenge and I

was able to learn from the guys.” 

 This new opportunity increases the

variety of playing styles.  The

intramural tennis program has

varsity players, JV players, and

anyone else in the high school that

just wants to come to play.  There

is a wide range of skill and playing

styles, which gives each and every

player a challenge when they

come to tennis.
  

Game, Set, Match
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SPORTS

     The strict protocols do not take

away the fun of the sport. The

students claim it has been

interactive and amazing.  Jeon

agreed, “Intramural tennis is very

fun as it is co-ed and a diverse mix

of varsity, JV, and incoming

freshmen.”  Even in the midst of a

pandemic, SHS students have been

able to come together to play the

sport they love while remaining

safe.
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